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A magical moment…
and a beautiful lesson
Our Beloved Prophet showed a few
privileged friends who were with
him on his way back from the
European Seminar, that he applies
what he teaches.
In the park of a hotel where he was
relaxing in Sermione, Italy, during
his morning walk to meditate in
front of the lake of Garda, he
noticed two young birds on a bench,
fresh out of the nest. He then
applied what he had just taught
during the seminar: “to hold a bird,

I become a bird so that it trusts
me"... He went slowly closer to and

offered a finger to the bird which
climbed on it and stayed there
about 20s.

Magical moment! Then our Beloved
Prophet signaled Sophie to come
closer and the bird took off…

To communicate with Sophie, I
became human again and the bird
felt it so he went off” he added.

Luckily Marco and Allan were there
to witness this fascinating moment.
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BB’s Editorial
Are you amongst those who love seeing Harry Potter on his broom? Fascinating isn’t it? If I wasn’t aware of the Elohim’s belt,
I would dream to have such a broom. By the way did you see that video dated from 2006 that was brought to our attention
on Rael-Science a few weeks ago at about the same time than Harry Potter was on all the screens, the video of a human
being flying in the air over Mexico, flying but still in a vertical position, wrapped in a big cape. This video stirred up lots of
reactions in Mexico when it was shown in the news, especially since policemen testified that they had seen this human being
flying over the tree tops... You can have a look at the video here:
http://www.liveleak.com/view?i=e27_1173581537
Was it a sorcerer or a wizard as most witnesses described? Some of them even said that they saw a broom and, having their
head full of stories told to them as kids for centuries about sorcerers, they saw a sorcerer and were terrified☺ We know how
our brain can be disillusioned if stories have been told to us before… The right attitude in considering this video is to say that
there is no supernatural involvement there, but a technology that we don’t know yet and that there must be a scientific
explanation and the scientists who produced this are more likely to be from out there ☺. Those who have read “Intelligent
Design” probably recognized this technology as the belt described by Rael which he used during his visit to the Elohim’s
planet. He described the way he moved thanks to it exactly like this video shows! Our Creators are really amongst us and
they offer us signs all the time! Lamane who was visiting Lesotho, just before he met with the King’s Counselor who is now
the local Raelian representative, saw a UFO in the sky above the King’s Palace. Tomita, the brand new Guide of Romania who
did so many TV and Radio shows this year and brought quite a few people at the European Seminar, saw UFOs clearly over
his house a few days before coming to Rogla. During the week that our Beloved Prophet spent in Switzerland in the region of
Lausanne, before going to Rogla, 4 crop-circles were noticed nearby. On August 6th, our New Year’s day, another one was
reported in Neuchatel. Are these coincidences? Mathematically they can’t be☺
It is important to realize that despite the fact that the world is still falling into more violence and hatred, they still trust us,
they still show signs, telling us not to loose our joy, our pleasure to be Raelian. Each one of their signs is fun. The dances of
Lamane to show his joy, the huge smile of Tomita showing the recording of the UFO sighting, the enthusiasm of the Swiss
members who never miss one crop-circle and are becoming the local experts telling the local people that there is only love
behind these signs, all this shows the purity of the Raelians, it is pure happiness. Let’s never stop being amazed for the
attention they give us and please share your experiences with us. My spokesperson’s heart is dying to talk about these events
to those who prefer to ignore them, but I need your help to know about them as soon as you see them so that we can
disclose the information fast. So please do not hesitate to contact me if you have been the witness of one of their signs at
editor@raelianews.org- …. Of course we Raelians give more importance to the philosophy given by our Creators than to their
vehicles as fascinating as they may be. But these sightings have been announced and have a reason, let’s use them the best
we can. Thanks for your help!
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Vaud County, July 61 aH

Neuchatel, Aug 6th 62 aH

Not easy to reproduce with a board!

Give love to those who disrespect you. It doesn’t remove anything from you. To puff your chest up will not make you
more respected. The more you show refinement, the more you are respected. The more love you give to those who hate
you, the less weapons they have against you.

RAEL, July 2007
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NEWS AND VIEWS

10,000 Yen Bills in the Toilet.
Maitreya RAEL recommends all rich people to do the same for the
good of humanity.
"To place a 10,000 yen bill and a letter in the toilets of prefecture’s office buildings and city
halls across Japan has been considered as a crime by some Japanese authorities while it is a
beautiful gesture, a beautiful gift" declared Maitreya Rael. The newspapers have reported the
events saying that maybe "It has been done by citizens who are angry about civil officers", "It
is done by people who want to create a sensation", "It is done by a cult". "Why is it that no
one talks about the ‘beauty’ and the ‘humanitarian side’ of this incident?” asks Michio Ito,
Responsible of the Japanese Raelian Movement
Maitreya Rael added: "We support and encourage rich people to put envelopes with money in public toilets and encourage
people to use it to do something good for humanity. People finding it should not feel guilty and not bring it back to police but
use it to do something good and that the police should give it back to the people who found it so they can do with it
something good for humanity. It's not a crime but something beautiful and great for rich people to do what is written in
Buddhist scriptures and give away money to help people do something good with it... It is stupid to try to make it look bad
while it is a beautiful act of love... and we encourage all rich people to do the same for the good of humanity."

Hell is Fine by Us
Rael expressed support for an Australian couple after a Melbourne Catholic school refused
to admit their five-year-old son, Max Hell, because of his surname.
“This latest discriminatory decision marks a new low in the already long history of discriminatory acts committed by the
Catholic Church,” Rael said. “The surname ‘Hell’ is of Germanic origin and actually means ‘bright.’ Therefore, it is indeed
completely inappropriate for the Catholic Church, which makes so many dark and ugly decisions.” He added, “I would be very
pleased to welcome all families of the world with the surname ‘Hell’ into the Raelian Movement. In fact, a woman named
Bettina Hell is now the Raelian National Guide of Germany. You see, in the Raelian Movement you can be a woman called Hell
and still be a Raelian priest, but under Catholicism, priests can still reject a small child because of his name.”
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Pretofilia for Nopedo
Rael offers NOPEDO website to welcome the
game “Operazione Pretophilia” which has been
censured by Catholic politicians.
RAEL has decided to offer his support to Molleindustria, an
organization which is famous for its social, political and religious
satire and which had to close its website www.molleindustria.org,
following a Parlement’s address of Luca Volontè last June. He offered to have the offending game Operazione Pretophilia on
the Nopedo site which has been created to help the victims of the Catholic pedophile priests.
The game shows how a Cardinal is sent to cover-up every new pedophile case by moving the incriminated priest far from the
location of the crime… quite real!
“When the UDC politicians declare that the game’s images are hurtful and denies the freedom of expression to preserve the
human and religious sensitivity of the public, what does he do to protect the sensitivity of the abused young children who
could have been spared if this cover-up hadn’t been organized ?” says Franceschini who hopes that the game will be available
online again soon.
By the way, the Vatican just paid half a billion dollars to the pedophile priest’s victims of LA, one of the biggest cover-up
center. They have paid up to a one billion dollar over the past 5 years in the US!!!

Our Support to Rigoberta Menchu
Maya Quiche woman and Peace Nobel Price (1992).
She has dedicated her life to the rights of the aboriginals of her country Guatemala.
Our Beloved Prophet has sent his support for her decision to run for
presidency in her country. If she is elected, she will initiate reforms giving
power back to the people who have been enslaved by the Catholic Church
and the colonizers…
It is a courageous gesture which compares to what Morales (Bolivia),
Chavez (Venezuela) and Correa (Equator) have started in the past few
years. Good luck to you Rigoberta!
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THE RAELIAN PLANET IN ACTION

Gay Pride in Mexico City
According to some sources, Mexico has the highest number of homosexuals
murdered in the world!
Homophobia here is largely encouraged by the Catholic Church, it is probably
why the homosexual review HOMOPOLIS published the banner that we, the
Raelians from Mexico city, carried proudly during the Gay Pride parade inviting
homosexuals to de-baptize.
The truth triumphs through the diffusion of the Messages and the revolution
they bring to Mexico!

Esteban Hernández,
National Guide of Mexique

Belize
Diffusion in the English-speaking part of the Caribbean Islands
A new country was introduced to the Elohim’s messages this year: Belize. This country, one the three most populated
countries of the Caribbean, showed the highest openness to the Messages. After being interviewed by three TV channels, one
radio station and several newspapers, people were calling and stopping us in the streets. I have never seen that in my life,
not even in Quebec at the beginning of the Movement.
Both the English and Spanish-speaking people showed interest. These people are very positive and happy despite real
poverty. I lead a meditation there for the first time with 10 individuals. It is so enriching and helping me to grow to give the
messages to those who are seeking the truth. I would like to do it full-time, we have so many people to meet. We have a
planet to prepare for the coming of our Fathers from space!
This year my team has seen the arrival of two new people to help from Canada - Thank you Louise and Régine for having
accepted to help me bring the Messages to the Caribbean. Thanks to Viedamour too who has been with me from the start
and always there to support me.
We have Raelians in different countries of the Caribbean now, they are just a few and feel alone and isolated in their part of
the world. Often they don’t even have access to the internet. If by any chance you plan on going in these countries, please let
me know, they would be so happy to meet you and to learn and vibrate even more philosophically.
With peace, love and Fraternity,

Bernard Lamarche
Responsible for the English-speaking Caribbean Islands
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A Great Year in Puerto Rico
For the first year of diffusion in Puerto Rico, it has been a very active one! Thanks to the passionate work of Willie Girald,
National Guide of the country and his brother, Dr. Adrian Girald, our Movement has marked the Puerto Rico news more than
once.
We not only participated on a few TV, radio and internet shows, we also had a very successful participation at the SexoExpo
fair in Bayamón. It lasted three days during which we had time to promote Clitoraid. More than 1,000 pamphlets were
handed over. Three conferences were also organized in the cities of Ciales, Isabela and Dorado with more than 100 people
participating.
The year is ending on a very positive note as on June 17, Willie and Adrian were invited to the very popular radio show La
Hora Mágica (The Magical Hour) on radio WKAQ. It has been a great success! The anchor, Virginia Gómez, interviewed them
for two hours. They had time to explain the main aspects of our philosophy as well as human cloning. The public reacted right
away, lots of them calling the station. All the calls without exception were positive and the people were offering their support!
Congratulations dear Willie and Adrian for the love you bring and show while accomplishing your mission in Puerto Rico.

With all my love,

Daniel Turcotte
Continental Guide for Ixachilan (Latin America)

Australia
Real Wonders of the World
Aust-Raelians Zabou, Harmony and Area Manager Saul were
interviewed by a newspaper reporter while doing a Real
Wonders of the World street diffusion in Brisbane.
www.realwondersoftheworld.org
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Uriel in Kama
The United Kingdoms are not a dream anymore, they are a project.
The mission of Uriel is going well.
Arriving in Abidjan on July 7th, he was already doing some training with us by the 8th as well as doing a Radio show. On the
9th, he gave a press conference with 8 journalists present and participated again on another radio show.
That same day he was welcomed by a group of ten traditional chiefs representing one of the four major ethnic groups of
Ivory Coast. The chiefs went back happy to know that the Prophet Rael has accepted their invitation.
On the 10th, he was on his way to Kumasi, Ghana to meet the great King of Ashanti and of the Akan people in his palace,
scheduled on the 12th. This King’s territory spans all the way to the South-East of the Ivory Coast and the South of Togo. This
highly anticipated audience was the main goal of Uriel’s trip to Kama. The great Ashanti King has a great influence on his
people in the Western region of Kama.
Love, Tai
Kama’s Continental Guide, who has traveled with Uriel but is too modest to say☺

Here is what Uriel said about his visit of the Ashanti land:
Only happiness here! Only opened doors and opened ears to welcome the unique message delivered by our Beloved Prophet
to the people of Kama and, more specifically this time, to the Emperors, Kings and Traditional Chiefs. Now we can almost say
that all of the most important Kings of West-Kama have been touched by the Message and that their acceptance is
unanimous. They have welcomed with enthusiasm, dignity, gratitude and lots of hope, the words and counsels of our Beloved
Prophet. Their commitment to the vision of the Prophet is a fact. From now on their eyes, their ears, theirs thoughts full of
hope are geared towards the Messenger of Infinity - Rael, the King of Kings, the Lord of Lords. We will all witness this during
our Prophet’s next visit to Kama. All these guardians of the Land of our Ancestors, all these Guardians of our ancestral
cultural and religious patrimony are waiting for him - “tell the prophet RAEL that his home is here, we have been expecting an
important message like the one you bring in his name for so long”.
I have been welcomed at the court of Kumasi, Ghana. Kumasi is the capital of the Ashanti Empire, where the Ashantene,
Otumfuo Osei Tutu II, lives, the powerful Emperor of Ashanti whose influence reaches neighboring countries like Ivory Coast.
He is amongst the most powerful of the continent. To go to the Ashantene court and meet with him is quite an endeavor; it is
more difficult than meeting the chief of state as somehow, he is the real chief of the state. The President of Ghana cannot be
in the region where the Emperor lives without visiting him and paying him tribute. As a matter of fact, the President of Ghana
has been named and empowered by the Emperor as one of his traditional chiefs. There has been lots of protocol, lots of
patience involved as during my stay there, the President came twice to visit. However these waiting moments were quite
pleasant as I have been escorted by one of the Kings, the King of Bandoukou, King of Abrons, to the palace of the father of
the Emperor Nanan Owouso, with whom we had fruitful conversations. The way this wise old man had welcomed the words
of our Beloved Prophet exceeded my expectations. He really wants it to happen; he wants to see this happen before he dies.
Since the visits of the President shortened the time allocated to our exchanges, he insisted to invite me back – they will pay
for it- so that we can have a full day together that will be dedicated to the message of our Beloved Prophet☺
Great!
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A real success! It isn’t easy to meet with the Ashantene, it is a real accomplishment… All the great people of this world have
been there when visiting Ghana, Kofi Annan, Muammar Kaddafi, etc… The Ashantene is also called the King of Gold, he has a
big fortune. To arrive in his palace is much more impressive than arriving at the presidential palace of the country.
After Kumasi, I went back to Ivory Coast in this wonderful region of Kama where I was able to meet with the following Kings:
-

His Majesty Nanan AMON N'DOUFFOU V, King of Sanwi (Krindjabo )

-

His Majesty Nanan ASSEMIEN NOGBOU, King of EDRAH and President of the National Association of the Kings of
Ivory Coast.

-

His Majesty Nanan TEHOUA II, King of ARRAH, First Vice-President of the superior Council of the Traditional Chiefs of
Ivory Coast. His delegation was comprised of Bouna MASSA, King of Bouna and three other Chiefs.

-

Then after giving a press conference at the hotel Boulafla, I met the Chiefs of the different areas of Abidjan. The leader
of the delegation was Nanan DOUA Marc, the central Chief of the Wê, the first ethnic group of the city of Yopougon
where we had the conference.

The press conference also was a success with 13 members of the press, 2 radio programs and a few newspaper
representatives. I was invited to go on the evening news bulletin on the National TV Channel but my schedule didn’t allow me
to do so, I will next December when I go back for the seminar in Ivory Coast.
Everywhere the seeds have been planted, the soil was fertile, it was just waiting for the right seed. The United Kingdoms
of Kama are not a dream, it is a project that is being shaped every day. What a joy, what a vibration in me. Our
Beloved Prophet is loved, appreciated, listened to, admired, expected, respected and supported by all these Kings and many
more soon which we haven’t get the chance to meet yet, whether it is me or Lamane. So much happiness!! Kama Oyé , Raël
Oyé, Elohim Oyé
My gratitude goes to Ya Boni, N'goran Jésus, my assistants in West-Kama for the United Kingdom of Kama’s cell as well as to
the Continental Guide Tai, for their indispensable support, as well as to the team of Ghana and Ivory Coast for their warm
welcome.
Love,
Uriel
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Photos from Kama

Sanwi: in the palace of His Majesty Nanan AMON
N'DOUFFOU V,
King of Sanwi (Krindjabo )

Kumasi: With the father of the Ashanti Emperor, Nanan Owouso
and the King of Abrons as well as an Abron Princess

Superior Council with His Majesty Nanan TEHOUA II,
King of ARRAH

National Association: in the first row Nanan DOUA Marc,
who is the Central Chief of Wê

Reading these reports from Lamane and Uriel, I have the feeling that the next seminar in Kama will be amazing!!! Thank you
Uriel, Lamane and the whole team!! See you all there soon ☺

